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Geometri Quantization, Complex Struturesand the Coherent State TransformCarlos Florentinoy, Pedro Matiasz, Jos�e Mour~aoyand Jo~ao P. NunesyFebruary 20, 2004AbstratIt is shown that the heat operator in the Hall oherent state trans-form for a ompat Lie group K [Ha1℄ is related with a Hermitianonnetion assoiated to a natural one-parameter family of omplexstrutures on T �K. The unitary parallel transport of this onnetionestablishes the equivalene of (geometri) quantizations of T �K fordi�erent hoies of omplex strutures within the given family. Inpartiular, these results establish a link between oherent state trans-forms for Lie groups and results of Hithin [Hi℄ and Axelrod, DellaPietra and Witten [AdPW℄.
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1 IntrodutionIn the present paper we relate the appearane of the heat operator in the Halloherent state transform (CST) for a ompat onneted Lie group K [Ha1℄with a one-parameter family of omplex strutures on the otangent bundleT �K, in the framework of geometri quantization. The heat equation appearsalso in the quantization of R2n and of Chern-Simons theories [AdPW, Hi℄and in the related theory of theta funtions, where it is assoiated withthe so-alled Knizhnik-Zamolodhikov-Bernard-Hithin (KZBH) onnetion[Fa, Las, Ra, FMN℄. The general ase was studied from a ohomologialpoint of view in [Hi℄.Our main motivation is to give a di�erential geometri interpretation tothe appearene of the heat equation in the K�ahler quantization of T �K, thusanswering a question raised in [Ha3℄, x1.3. This interpretation is based inthe projetion of the prequantization onnetion to the quantum sub-bundlein geometri quantization, as proposed in [AdPW℄. The main advantageof this approah onsists in the fat that it ensures the that the quantumonnetion is Hermitian. Our method is also omplementary to the one ofThiemann [Th1, Th2℄ where he onsiders generalized anonial transforma-tions generated by omplex valued funtions on the phase spae. The heatequation appears then naturally as the Shr�odinger equation for these om-plex Hamiltonians or omplexi�ers.For R2n the heat equation is assoiated with independene of the quanti-zation with respet to the hoie of a omplex struture within the family ofomplex strutures whih are invariant under translations.We onsider on T �K a one-parameter family of omplex strutures fJsgs2R+indued by the di�eomorphismsT �K ' K � K� ' K � K  s! KC(x; Y ) 7! xeisY ; (1.1)whereKC is the omplexi�ation of K. Here we identify T �K with K�K� bymeans of left-translation and then with K � K by means of an Ad-invariantinner produt (� ; �) on K = Lie(K).Together with the anonial sympleti struture !, the pair (!; Js) de�neson T �K a K�ahler struture for every s 2 R+. Hall has shown [Ha3℄ that,when one onsiders geometri quantization of T �K, the CST gives a unitarymap between the vertially polarized Hilbert spae and the K�ahler polar-3



ized Hilbert spae and provided that one takes into aount the half-formorretion.We ollet the prequantum and quantum Hilbert spaes for all s 2 R+ ina prequantum and a quantum Hilbert bundles over R+,HprQ ! R+and HQ ! R+and show that the natural Hermitian onnetion on HprQ indues on HQ aonnetion given by a heat operator (Theorem 1). This onnetion turns outto be naturally equivalent to the onnetion obtained by varying ~ in theCST of Hall (Theorem 4).Contrary to the at R2n ase, and its in�nite dimensional generalizationonsidered in [AdPW℄, our family of omplex strutures is not generatedby ating on a �xed one with a family of anonial transformations. It isgenerated by the ux of a vetor �eld whih is not sympleti, but resales!. The sympleti struture on T �K however will be kept �xed throughoutthe paper.Notie that, as ould be expeted from [Ha3℄, the use of the half-formorretion to de�ne the Hermitian struture on HprQ plays a deisive rolein the appearane of the heat equation for the onnetion indued on thequantum sub-bundle (see also remark 1).2 The quantum onnetion and the heat equa-tionLet K be a ompat, onneted Lie group. We will onsider �rst the asewhen K is semisimple and will omment briey on the ase of ompat tori,K = U(1)n, at the end of setion 2.4.We start by realling from [Ha3, Wo℄ aspets of the geometri prequantiza-tion of T �K but with a natural one-parameter family of omplex struturesgeneralizing the �xed omplex struture onsidered by Hall.The prequantum Hilbert bundle HprQ over this family is endowed witha natural Hermitian onnetion, ÆprQ. The quantum onnetion ÆQ induedfrom ÆprQ by orthogonal projetion on the quantumHilbert sub-bundle is thenautomatially Hermitian. Our main result in the present setion is Theorem4



1 in whih we show that ÆQ orresponds in a preise sense to a family ofLaplae operators on T �K.2.1 Complex strutures and the prequantum HilbertbundleConsider an Ad-invariant inner produt (� ; �) on K = Lie(K) and fXigni=1,n = dimK, a orresponding orthonormal basis for K viewed as the spae ofleft-invariant vetor �elds onK. The anonial 1-form on T �K is given by � =Pni=1 yiwi where (y1; : : : ; yn) are the global oordinates on K orrespondingto the basis fXigni=1, and fwigni=1 is the basis of left-invariant 1-forms onK dual to fXigni=1, pulled-bak to T �K by the anonial projetion. Theanonial sympleti 2-form is de�ned as ! = �d�. We let � denote theLiouville volume form on T �K, given by� = 1n!!n : (2.1)Following the geometri quantization program we onsider the trivial omplexline bundle L over T �K, L = T �K � C , with the trivial Hermitian struture.Setions of this bundle are thus just funtions on T �K.Using the di�eomorphisms  s between T �K and KC introdued in (1.1)we produe a family, parameterized by s 2 R+, of omplex strutures Js onT �K by pulling bak the anonial omplex struture J from KC . Expliitly,Js =  �1s� Æ J Æ  s�;where  s� denotes the push-forward of the map  s.Proposition 1. The pair (!; Js) de�nes a K�ahler struture on T �K for everys 2 R+, whose K�ahler potential is �s(x; Y ) = sjY j2.Proof. The family of omplex strutures Js an also be generated by pullingbak a �xed omplex struture on T �K with the family of di�eomorphisms's(x; Y ) = (x; sY ) sine Js = ( 1 Æ 's)�1� Æ J Æ ( 1 Æ 's)� = '�1s� Æ J1 Æ 's�.Therefore (!; Js) de�nes a K�ahler struture on T �K for every s 2 R+ if andonly if (('�1s )�! = !=s; J1) de�nes a K�ahler struture on T �K. This followsfrom the fat that (T �K;!; J1) is a K�ahler manifold as shown in [Ha3℄. In thisreferene, the K�ahler potential of (T �K;!; J1) is omputed to be �(x; Y ) =jY j2. Then, the K�ahler potential �s for (!; Js) is �s = ('�s�)=s = sjY j2.5



Let ~Xj , j = 1; :::; n, be the vetor �elds on T �K generating the right ationof K lifted to T �K and given by~Xj(x; Y ) = (Xj ; [Y;Xj℄): (2.2)Therefore,  s� ~Xj(x; Y ) = Xj;C (xeisY );where Xj;C denotes the natural extension of Xj from a left-invariant vetor�eld on K � KC to the orresponding left-invariant vetor �eld on KC . Letf ~wjg be the basis of left invariant 1-forms dual to f ~Xjg. For every s 2 R+,a basis of left invariant Js-holomorphi 1-forms is then�~�js = ~wj � iJs ~wj	nj=1 ;where (Jsw)(X) = w(JsX), for a vetor �eldX and a 1-form w on T �K. Con-sider also the Js-anonial bundle on T �K whose setions are Js-holomorphin-forms with natural Hermitian struture de�ned as follows. For a Js-holomorphi n-form �s, let j�sj be the unique non-negative C1 funtionon T �K suh that �s ^ �s = j�sj2b�, where b = (2i)n(�1)n(n�1)=2. Following[Ha3℄ we write j�sj2 = �s ^ �sb� :A global nowhere vanishing (trivializing) Js-holomorphi setion of theJs-anonial bundle is given by
s � ~�1s ^ � � � ^ ~�ns :Let us introdue the bundle of half-forms. Let Æs denote a square root of theJs-anonial bundle with a �xed trivializing setion whose square is 
s. Asin [Ha3℄ we denote this setion by p
s. Smooth setions of L
 Æs are of theform �s = fp
s; f 2 C1(T �K):The Hermitian struture on the line bundle L 
 Æs is given byh�s; ~�si = �f ~f �
s ^ 
sb� � 12 = �f ~f j
sj: (2.3)6



De�nition 1. The prequantum bundle HprQ ! R+ is the Hilbert vetorbundle with �ber over s 2 R+ given byHprQs = VprQswhere the bar denotes norm ompletion, VprQs isVprQs = f�s 2 �1(L
 Æs) : jj�sjjprQs <1g ;�1(L
 Æs) denotes the spae of C1 setions of the bundle L
 Æs, andh�s; �siprQs = ZT �K j�sj2�:From (2.3) it is easy to see that setions of HprQ of the formfpj
sjp
s; f 2 L2(T �K; �) (2.4)have s-independent norm.We hoose the smooth Hilbert bundle struture on HprQ as the one om-patible with the global trivializing mapR+� L2(T �K; �) ! HprQ(s; f) 7! fpj
sjp
s2.2 The prequantum onnetion { ÆprQWe now introdue a natural Hermitian onnetion on HprQ. Before givingits preise de�nition we state the following proposition, whih is a straight-forward onsequene of [Ha2, Ha3℄. Let �(Y ) be the AdK-invariant funtionde�ned for Y in a Cartan subalgebra by the following produt over the setR+ of positive roots of K, �(Y ) = Y�2R+ sinh�(Y )�(Y ) : (2.5)Let dg be the Haar measure on KC . We then have,Proposition 2. The following identities hold:7



1. j
sj �q
s^
sb� = sn2 �(sY );2. dgs := ( s)�(dg) = sn�2(sY )� = j
sj2�,where � is the funtion on T �K de�ned by equation (2.5).Proof. In [Ha2, Ha3℄ it is shown thatb �2(Y )� = 
1 ^ 
1:This is exatly the �rst identity with s = 1. Reall from Proposition 1 thatJs = '�1s� Æ J1 Æ 's�. This implies the equality '�s(J1�) = Js('�s�) for all1-forms � on T �K. Therefore,'�s(~�i1) = '�s( ~wi)� i'�s(J1 ~wi) = ~wi � iJs ~wi = ~�is:Moreover '�s� = sn� and this proves the �rst equation. For the seond iden-tity, let ��iC = wiC � iJwiC	ni=1be a basis of J -holomorphi 1-forms on KC , where wiC is the natural extensionof wi from K to KC , obtained by left translations. Then, the Haar measureon KC is given by dg = 1b 
C ^ 
C ;where 
C = �1C ^ � � � ^ �nC . Sine  �s Æ J = Js Æ  �s for all 1-forms on KC , and~wi =  �s(wiC ), we have �s(�iC ) =  �s(wiC )� i �s(JwiC ) = ~wi � iJs ~wi = ~�is:Using the previous result we get the desired identity.De�nition 2. The prequantum onnetion ÆprQ on HprQ is the onnetion forwhih setions of the form (2.4) are horizontalÆprQ fpj
sj p
s! = 0; (2.6)for all f 2 L2(T �K; �).Note that the prequantum onnetion is Hermitian, that is, it is ompatiblewith the Hermitian struture on HprQ in the following sensedds h�; �iprQ = hÆprQ��s �; �iprQ + h�; ÆprQ��s �iprQ (2.7)for all smooth setions �; � of HprQ. 8



2.3 The indued quantum onnetion { ÆQThe K�ahler polarizations (!; Js) enter already the de�nition of the prequan-tum Hilbert spaes HprQs through the half-form bundles Æs and the Hermitianstrutures (2.3). To de�ne the �bers HQs of the quantum Hilbert sub-bundleHQ � HprQ, one onsiders polarized, or Js-holomorphi, setions of L 
 Æs.Expliitly, for every s 2 R+, onsider the frame of left K-invariant vetor�elds on T �K �Zj;s = 12(Xj � iJsXj)�nj=1 :Let the polarizations be given, for every s 2 R+, byPs(x;Y ) = spanC � �Zj;s(x; Y )	nj=1 ;where �Zj;s = 12(Xj + iJsXj). We use the notation �Z 2 Ps for �Z(x;Y ) 2 Ps(x;Y )for all (x; Y ) 2 T �K.De�nition 3. The quantum bundle HQ ! R+ is the Hilbert sub-bundle ofHprQ with �ber over s > 0 given byHQs = VQswhere VQs = nfp
s 2 VprQs : r �Zf = 0; 8 �Z 2 Pso ;and r �Z = �Z � 1i~0 �( �Z) is the geometri quantization onnetion de�ned onthe trivial bundle L and ~0 is Plank's onstant. We all the solutions ofr �Zf = 0 the polarized setions of L.Proposition 3. For every s > 0, the Ps-polarized (or Js-holomorphi) se-tions of L are the C1 funtions f on T �K of the formf = F e� sjY j22~0where F is an arbitrary Js-holomorphi funtion on T �K.Proof. From [Ha3, Proposition 2.3℄ the solutions of r �Zj;sf = 0 aref = F e��s=2~0;where F is a Js-holomorphi funtion on T �K, so that the result follows fromproposition 1. 9



Let us denote by h�; �iQ the Hermitian struture on HQ inherited fromHprQ.We onlude that the �bers HQs of HQ are given byHQs = ��s = Fe� sjY j22~0 p
s; F is Js-holomorphi and jj�sjjQs <1� :The quantum Hilbert bundle inherits from (HprQ; ÆprQ) a Hermitian onne-tion ÆQ whih we all the quantum onnetion. The parallel transport withrespet to this onnetion is automatially unitary and it establishes the in-variane of the quantization of T �K with respet to the hoie of polarizationwithin the family fPsgs2R+.De�nition 4. The quantum onnetion ÆQ is the Hermitian onnetion in-dued on HQ by the natural onnetion ÆprQ on HprQÆQ = P Æ ÆprQ ;where P denotes the orthogonal projetion HprQ !HQ.Below in theorem 1 we will obtain an expliit expression for ÆQ. Considerthe seond order di�erential operator �sC on T �K given by the pull-bak,with respet to  s, of the seond order Casimir operator on KC ,�sC = nXi=1 ( ~Xi)2 � (Js ~Xi)2:Note that �sC takes Js-holomorphi funtions to Js-holomorphi funtions.Let b�sC be the (unbounded) operator on HQs de�ned asb�sC �Fe�sjY j2=~0p
s� = �sC [F ℄ e�sjY j2=~0p
s: (2.8)Theorem 1. Let F be the funtion on R+�T �K obtained, for every s 2 R+,as the pull-bak of a given J-holomorphi funtion F̂ on KC ,F (s; x; Y ) = F̂ (xeisY ); (2.9)suh that F (s; �)e� sjY j22~0 p
s 2 HQs is in the domain of the operator b�sC . Thequantum onnetion ÆQ ats on setions of HQ of the formF e� sjY j22~0 p
s (2.10)10



as ÆQ��s [F e� sjY j22~0 p
s℄ = ~02 ��12�sC + j�j2� [F ℄ e� sjY j22~0 p
s; (2.11)where � is half the sum of the positive roots of K.Notie that hoosing the setions of HQ in the form (2.9) and (2.10) or-responds to hoosing moving frames, more preisely a lass of global movingframes related by s-independent transformations. Having made suh a hoiethe ovariant derivative in the diretion of �=�s is de�ned by a linear operatorating on the �bers as in (2.11).We will divide the proof of this theorem in several lemmata. Let us denoteby W the following vetor �eld on T �K,W = i nXj=1 yjZj;s :Note that, from (2.2),W = i2 nXj=1 yj(Xj � iJsXj) = i2 nXj=1 yj( ~Xj � iJs ~Xj):Lemma 1. Let F̂ be a �xed C1 funtion on KC , F be the funtion onR+�T �K, given by F (s; �) =  �s F̂ , and let f 2 C1(T �K) be a funtion onlyof Y . We have,i) If F̂ is holomorphi then �F�s = WFii) If F̂ is right K-invariant then�F�s = 2 WF = 2 �WFiii) Wf = 12s nXj=1 yj ��yj f:11



Proof. A diret omputation gives,��s( �s F̂ )(x; Y ) = ��sF̂ (xeisY ) = nXj=1 yjJs ~XjF:The speial ases i) and ii) above follow from this equation.The identity in iii) follows fromnXj=1 yjJsXj = 1s nXj=1 yj ��yj :Lemma2. Let X be a smooth vetor �eld on T �K, with jX(yi)j <  exp(�jY j)for some positive onstants  and �, and let � 2 C1(T �K) be suh thatj�(x; Y )j < e�ÆjY j2;for jY j > R and �xed positive onstants R; Æ. Then,ZT �K LX(��) = 0:Proof. Using Cartan's formula, LX = d Æ �X + �X Æ d, we have LX(��) =d(� �X�), where the sympleti volume form is � = w1 ^ dy1 ^ � � � ^wn ^ dyn.Sine T �K �= K � K, using Stokes formula we only need to show thatlimR!1 ZK�Sn�1R � �X� = 0;where Sn�1R denotes the sphere of radius R in K entered at the origin. Wehave �����ZK�Sn�1R � �X������ < 0e� Æ2R2 ;for some positive onstant 0, whih proves the lemma.Let B be the subspae of the spae H(KC ) of holomorphi funtions onKC , spanned by the holomorphi funtionstr (�(g)A); (2.12)12



where � is an irreduible �nite-dimensional representation of K extended toan holomorphi representation of KC and A 2 End V�. Let Fs denote thesubspae of HQs given by setions of the form (2.9) and (2.10) with F̂ 2 B.It follows from the Lemma 10 of [Ha1℄ that Fs is dense in HQs .Lemma 3. Let �; � 2 �(HQ) with �s; �s 2 Fs, 8s 2 R+, and� = F e� sjY j22~0 p
s; � = Ge� sjY j22~0 p
s:Then we have,ZT �K � �W � jY j2~0 + 12 � ln j
sj�s + n4s�� �F�Ge� sjY j2~0 j
sj � = 0:Proof. The vetor �eld W satis�es �W (yj) = 12syj and we an apply lemma 2with 0 < Æ < s~0 to the �rst term above. Integrating by parts we obtain� ZT �K �W � �F �Ge� sjY j2~0 j
sj � = ZT �K �F G �W he�sjY j2=~0i j
sj �+ZT �K �F Ge�sjY j2=~0 �W [ln j
sj℄ j
sj �+ZT �K �F Ge�sjY j2=~0 j
sj L �W (�): (2.13)For the �rst term on the r.h.s. of (2.13) we have from iii) in lemma 1�W [e�sjY j2=~0 ℄ = 12s nXj=1 yj ��yj e�sjY j2=~0 = �jY j2~0 e�sjY j2=~0: (2.14)From ii) in lemma 1, we see that�W [ln j
sj℄ = 12 � ln j
sj�s � n4s : (2.15)For the third term in (2.13), we haveL �W (�) = nn! L �W (!) ^ !n�1:From ! = �d�, Cartan's formula L �W = d Æ � �W + � �W Æ d and� �W d� = 12s � + i4 djY j2 ;13



we obtain L �W (!) = (1=2s)!, whih implies thatL �W (�) = n2s �: (2.16)Substituting (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) into (2.13) we obtain the desired result.Reall that the prequantum onnetion is Hermitian, so it satis�es equation(2.7). Consider setions of HQ,� = F e� sjY j22~0 p
s; � = Ge� sjY j22~0 p
s; (2.17)where F;G are as in (2.9). These setions also satisfy (2.7) and we havehÆQ��s�; �iQ = hÆprQ��s �; �iprQ: (2.18)Lemma 4. Let �; � be as above. Then, the following identity holdshÆQ��s�; �iQ = s�n=2 ZKC �̂FĜ ~0� jY j22~2 � n4~� e�jY j2=~�(Y ) dg; (2.19)where dg is the Haar measure on KC , g = xeiY and ~ = s~0.Proof. From the de�nition of horizontal setions (2.6) and from (2.18), weobtain hÆQ��s�; �iQ = ZT �K ��F�s � jY j2F2~0 + F2 � ln j
sj�s �Ge� sjY j2~0 j
sj �:We now use lemmata 1 and 3 to simplify the equation above for the quantumonnetion to get,hÆQ��s�; �iQ = ZT �K �FG� jY j22~0 � n4s� e�sjY j2=~0j
sj �;whih with the help of  s and proposition 2 gives (2.19).Let us introdue the K-averaged heat kernel measure d�~ on KC given by[Ha3℄ d�~(g) = �~(g) dg = ~ e�jY j2=~�(Y ) dg; (2.20)14



and ~ = (�~)�n=2e�j�j2~, � being half the sum of the positive roots. Reallfrom [Ha1℄ that �~ satis�es the equation��~�~ = �14�C�~ (2.21)on KC , where �C = nXi=1 (Xi;C )2 � (JXi;C )2 ;is the Casimir operator for KC . The equation (2.21) is equivalent to thefollowing equality:Lemma 5. �jY j22~2 � n4~� e�jY j2=~�(Y ) = ��18�C + j�j22 � e�jY j2=~�(Y ) : �We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.Proof. Consider � and � as in (2.17) and letZj = 12 (Xj;C � iJXj;C ) ; j = 1; � � � n;so that �C = 2 nXj=1 Z2j + �Z2j :From (2.19) and Lemma 5, sineXj;C (e�jY j2=~�(Y ) ) = 0; for all j;we obtainhÆQ��s�; �iQ = s�n=2 ZKC �̂FĜ ~0��18�C + j�j22 �"e�jY j2=~�(Y ) # dg == s�n=2 ZKC �̂FĜ ~02  � nXj=1 �Z2j + j�j2!"e�jY j2=~�(Y ) # dg:15



Lemma 2 an be applied sine �Zj(yj) grows linearly with jY j (see setion 6 in[Ha3℄). Using it to integrate twie by parts with respet to �Zj and notiingthat, from the bi-invariane of dg, L �Zjdg = 0 and also �Zj(Ĝ) = 0 we obtainthe statement of the theoremhÆQ��s�; �iQ = ZT �K ~02 (�12�sC + j�j2)[F ℄Ge�sjY j2=~0 j
sj�; (2.22)for setions �; � with values in Fs 3 �s; �s, for all s 2 R+. The operator b�sC in(2.8) is essentially self-adjoint (it has a basis of eigenvetors, with F̂ 's givenby matrix elements of �nite dimensional holomorphi representations as in(2.12), with real, and nonpositive, eigenvalues) and the spae Fs is dense inHQs . Therefore, the expression (2.22) implies that ÆQ��s is given by (2.11) forsetions of HQ in the form (2.9) and (2.10) and with values in the domain ofb�sC , for all s 2 R+.Remark 1. Note that the simple expression (2.19) would not be valid withoutthe inlusion of the half-form orretion in the de�nition of the Hermitianstruture on HprQ (see (2.3) and proposition 2). The half-form leads to theanellation of the term proportional to � ln j
sj=�s. This is what ultimatelyleads to the heat operator in the quantum onnetion.2.4 The heat equationLet 	 be the di�eomorphism	 : R+� T �K ! R+�KC(s; (x; Y )) 7! (s; xeisY );so that 	(s; :) =  s; for all s 2 R+: Consider setions � of HQ of the form�s = 1pasF (s; �) e� sjY j22}0 p
s; (2.23)where as = (�}0)n=2ej�j2}0s, F = 	� eF (2.24)and eF is a C1 funtion on R+ � KC ; holomorphi in the seond variable.We then have, 16



Theorem 2. A setion of HQ of the form (2.23), (2.24) with �s in thedomain of b�sC , for all s 2 R+, is ÆQ-horizontal if and only if eF is a solutionof the following heat equation on KC ;��s eF = }04 �C eF:Proof. Substituting (2.23) in (2.11) we obtainÆQ��s� = 	�� ��s eF � }04 �C eF� e� sjY j22}0pas p
s:Besides establishing the relation of the heat equation on omplex semisim-ple Lie groups KC with the geometri quantization of T �K this result alsoprovides the link with the oherent state transform introdued by Hall in[Ha1℄.Conerning the ase K = U(1)n, note that the results in proposition 2 andequations (2.20) and (2.21) are still valid if we replae �(sY ) by 1 and theWeyl vetor � by 0. Therefore, all the results above apply also to this ase.3 The quantum onnetion, the heat equa-tion and the CSTThe oherent state transform for K de�nes a parallel transport on a Hilbertbundle over R+ for an Hermitian onnetion that we denote by ÆH. In thissetion we show that this parallel transport is naturally equivalent to the par-allel transport of the quantum onnetion ÆQ. This follows from propositions2 and 3, and from (2.3) and (2.20).3.1 The CST onnetion - ÆHLet �~, ~ > 0, be the heat kernel for the Laplaian � on K assoiated tothe Ad-invariant inner produt (� ; �) on K, � = Pni=1X2i . As proved in[Ha1℄, �~ has a unique analyti ontinuation to KC , also denoted by �~. The17



K-averaged oherent state transform (CST) is de�ned as the mapC~ : L2(K; dx)! H(KC )(C~f)(g) = ZK f(x)�~(x�1g) dx; f 2 L2(K; dx); g 2 KC ; (3.1)where dx is the normalized Haar measure on K. For eah f 2 L2(K; dx),C~f is the analyti ontinuation to KC of the solution of the heat equationon K, �u�~ = 12�u;with initial ondition given by u(0; x) = f(x). Therefore, C~f is given by(C~f)(g) = (C Æ �~ ? f)(g) = �C Æ e~�2 f� (g);where ? denotes the onvolution in K and C denotes analyti ontinuationfrom K to KC . Reall that the K-averaged heat kernel measure d�~ on KCis given by (2.20). Hall proves the following:Theorem 3 (Hall). For eah ~ > 0, the mapping C~ de�ned in (3.1) is anunitary isomorphism from L2(K; dx) onto the Hilbert spae HL2(KC ; d�~) :=L2(KC ; d�~)TH(KC ).This transformation de�nes a Hilbert vetor bundle HH over the one-dimensional base R+ with global oordinate ~,HH ! R+HH~ = HL2(KC ; d�~):whih we all the CST bundle. The Hilbert spae struture on the �bers ofHH is de�ned byhF~; G~iH~ := ZKC F~(g)G~(g) d�~; F~; Gh 2 HH~ :From Theorem 3 we onlude that the operatorsUH~2~1 = C~2 Æ C�1~1 : HH~1 ! HH~2 (3.2)de�ne unitary transformations between the �bers whih satisfyUH~3~2 Æ UH~2~1 = UH~3~1:18



These operators orrespond to the parallel transport with respet to an Her-mitian onnetion ÆH on HH. Let K̂ denote the set of (equivalene lass of)irreduible unitary representations of K. It follows from Theorem 3 that byhoosing an orthonormal basis in the vetor spaes VR of all the representa-tions R 2 K̂ the matrix entries Rij(�) analytially ontinued to KC form anorthogonal basis of HH~ fRij(�)gR2K̂i;j=1;:::;dimVR � HH~for all ~ > 0 and ZKC Rij(g)Ri0j0(g) d�~ = e~RÆii0Æjj0where R is the eigenvalue of �� on the representation R. Therefore thesetions of HH Rij(�)form a global orthogonal frame and obviously the setionsFRij~ = e�~R=2Rij(�) (3.3)form a global orthonormal frame, that is, their norms do not depend on ~.Moreover UH~2~1(Rij) = e�(~2�~1)R=2Rij , UH~2~1(FRij~1 ) = FRij~2 : (3.4)De�nition 5. The CST onnetion ÆH on HH is the (unique) onnetion forwhih the setions (3.3) are horizontalÆH(FRij) = 0: (3.5)The CST onnetion is automatially Hermitian. From (3.3), ÆH an beequivalently de�ned throughÆH��~ (Rij) = R2 Rij = ��C4 Rij :Proposition 4. The unitary parallel transport U orresponding to the on-netion (3.5) is given by the unitary operators (3.2), U = UH.19



Proof. Sine the setions FRij satisfy (3.5) the parallel transport for them isU~2~1FRij~1 = FRij~2 8~1;~2 2 R+: (3.6)This map of orthonormal basis extends to a unique unitary isomorphismU~2~1 : HH~1 ! HH~2From (3.4) and (3.6) we see that U~2~1 and UH~2~1 oinide on the basis vetorsand therefore they oinide as unitary operators.3.2 Equivalene between ÆH and ÆQOur main result in this setion isTheorem 4. The quantum onnetion ÆQ and the CST onnetion ÆH areequivalent in the sense that there exists a natural unitary isomorphismS : HH !HQ suh that ÆQ��~ Æ S = S Æ ÆH��~ : (3.7)Proof. We start by onstruting a natural unitary isomorphism between theCST bundle HH and the quantum bundle HQ. Let �; � be two setions of HQof the form (2.9), (2.10),�s = F̂ (xeisY ) e� sjY j22~0 p
s�s = Ĝ(xeisY ) e� sjY j22~0 p
s:From proposition 2 we obtainh�s; �siQ = as ZKC F̂ Ĝd�~ ;where ~ = s~0 and as was de�ned in (2.23). Therefore, the bundle morphismS~ : HH~ ! HQsF̂ 7!  �s(F̂ ) e� sjY j22~0 q
sas ;is a unitary isomorphism. To show (3.7) it is suÆient to see that the frameof horizontal setions �FRij = e�~R=2Rij	is maped to an horizontal frame. This follows diretly from theorem 2.20
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